INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE REMOVAL OF TRUCK FROM ARRESTER BED

1. USE THE ON SITE EMERGENCY TELEPHONE FOR OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS AND ASSISTANCE.

2. TRUCK MUST BE REMOVED WITHIN 12 HOURS.

3.(A) FOR TRUCKS GREATER THAN 22.5t GVM—A MOBILE CRANE/S MUST BE USED.

(B) FOR TRUCKS LESS THAN 22.5t GVM—THE USE OF A TOW TRUCK AND THE ON SITE ANCHOR BLOCK IS PERMITTED.

4. ONLY SAFE WORK PRACTICES SHALL BE USED. DO NOT DAMAGE THE ARRESTER BED FACILITY.

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS: MEASUREMENTS IN mm. CORNER RADIUS = 100. BORDER = NONE. EDGE STRIP = 10. MAIN SIGN PANEL AREA = 2.03 m².
2. COLOURS: BLACK LEGEND, LOGOS AND EDGE STRIP ON WHITE RETROREFLECTIVE BACKGROUND.
3. RETROREFLECTIVE CLASS OF MATERIAL: CLASS 4-00.
4. GRAFFITI PROTECTION: TO BE SPECIFIED BY THE DESIGNER IN ACCORDANCE WITH MAIN ROADS GUIDELINES.
5. MATERIALS: ALL SIGN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURE TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MAIN ROADS SPECIFICATION 601.
6. POSTS AND STIFFENERS: TO BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MAIN ROADS SIGN STRUCTURAL DESIGN GUIDELINES.
7. TEXT FONTS TO COMPLY WITH FHWA 2000 SERIES.